Abstract. Let ux be the unique least squares solution of minimal norm of the linear boundary value problem Lu -Am = /, where L is a selfadjoint differential operator in L2 [a, b]. Working in the Sobolev space H" [a, b], the alternative method is used to examine the continuous dependence of the uk on the parameter X as X -> X0, and the convergent and divergent cases are both characterized.
,=o «<'<* .
We refer to the topology induced by this norm as the H"-topology and denote convergence by w, ->H" u. be a set of linearly independent boundary values, and let L be the differential operator in 5 defined by
We assume that L is selfadjoint, and let <f>,, / = 1,2,..., be an orthonormal basis for S made up of eigenfunctions of L with corresponding eigenvalues A,, i = 1, 2,..., so that L(#>, = X^,. and |A,| -> oo. (1) is uniquely solvable, while ifX = A, for some i > 1, then (1) either has no solutions or it has infinitely many solutions.
In this paper we are interested in studying least squares solutions of equation (1), and in particular, in determining their dependence on the parameter X. Let
and let Kx = HX(I -Px). The linear operator Kx: S -> S is the generalized inverse of Lx, and the function ux = Kxf is the unique least squares solution of equation (1) of minimal L2-norm. In case equation (1) is solvable, ux is an actual solution. These ideas have been discussed in [3] . For a fixed real number A0 we ask if ux ->H" ux as A -> A0? We certainly would expect this to be true if A0 is not an eigenvalue of L, while the situation when A0 is an eigenvalue seems more obscure. In the next section we utilize the alternative method (see [1] or [2] ) to characterize when the ux are //"-convergent to ux , at the same time obtaining error estimates, and for the divergent case we describe the manner in which the divergence occurs. and letting A^A0 we conclude that Px f = 0. By Theorem 1, equation (1) is solvable for A = A0. To obtain the error estimate we simply note that (4) can be rewritten as "x -wx0 = (a -K)Kxux, and now apply (2) and (7). This completes the proof.
Corollary. // A0 is not an eigenvalue of L, then for all X satisfying \X -Aq| < S the boundary value problem (1) has ux as its unique solution.
Moreover, ux ->H ux as A -> A0, with the rate of convergence determined by equation (6). Proof. We obtain (8) from (5) and Theorem 1, and since ||ux|| < ||mx||, it follows that ||wA|| ^oo as A-> A0. Now Kxux = Kxwx, and hence, we can rewrite (4) as for |A -A0| < 8. Proceeding as in Theorem 2 we get the bound (11) ||wx|| < (2/5 )\\f]\ for all |A -A0| < 8/2, and a combination of (10) and (11) yields the estimate (9).
